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ABSTRACT
Abstract – Graphulo is a tool built for Apache Accumulo to enable in-database graph analytics. This allows analysts to perform graph analytics on large graphs that do not easily fit into local memory. In order to reduce the barrier of entry for analytics developers, we have developed interfaces to two common analytical programming environments: MATLAB®/Octave through the D4M library and Apache Pig.

I. INTRODUCTION
Graphulo is an extension for Apache Accumulo, a high performance NoSQL key-value store. It implements GraphBLAS kernels as server-side iterators, which can be combined to execute graph algorithms [1]. Further, Graphulo provides implementations for several of the more common algorithms, such as Breadth First Search, Jaccard Index, and k-Truss Subgraph and supports common graph schemas, including Adjacency, Incidence, and Single-Table schemas [2].

Graphulo has been shown to scale and perform well within the Accumulo computing environment when compared with local computation, and continues to perform well when local computation fails on larger graphs due to memory constraints [3] [4]. Graphulo is implemented in Java, a common language for database applications, and this can be a barrier to entry to some analysts. Therefore, we have provided two interfaces in analytical programming environments, allowing more analysts to take advantage of the features that Graphulo as to offer.

II. MATLAB®/OCTAVE AND D4M
The MATLAB®/Octave interface, which is accessible through the D4M library. D4M provides a flexible and extensible data representation, manipulation, and analysis [5]. One advantage of D4M is its ability to connect to a variety of types of databases. These connectors have been benchmarked and shown to have high and record-breaking performance [6] [7].

The D4M 3.0 release integrates an interface to Graphulo with these database capabilities [8]. This benefits those analysts that are most comfortable with the matrix and linear algebra-based syntax of MATLAB and D4M. Graphulo algorithms and kernels can be initiated directly from MATLAB® or Octave using the D4M library, without the overhead of writing and compiling a Java program.

III. APACHE PIG
Apache Pig is a platform in the Hadoop ecosystem for analyzing large datasets [9]. It provides a declarative, SQL-like language called Pig Latin to initiate Map-Reduce jobs on Hadoop. Pig supports custom user defined functions (UDFs) in Java that can be called from Pig Latin, allowing features to be added as needed.

We have implemented Graphulo calls as Pig UDFs, thereby creating SQL-like environment to interact with Accumulo and perform graph analytics. We have also provided UDFs that use our custom D4M Accumulo connector to insert into and query from Accumulo. On ingest, data formatted as graph edge lists can be auto-organized into a Graphulo-supported schema for ease of use, and triples can be inserted with no manipulation if needed. The Graphulo-Pig interface can also query Accumulo data, and will take advantage of available transpose tables on query (a query issued on a column will search the rows of the transpose tables to improve performance).

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Graphulo allows graph analytics to scale beyond the constraints of local computation. The MATLAB®/Octave D4M and Apache Pig interfaces make this technology available to a wider range of researchers and analysts. D4M is also available as a package in the Julia programming language [10]. Future work includes adding database capabilities to the D4M.jl package, including an interface to Graphulo.
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